Human Heart & Brain
Knowledge Bank Integrator : Sanjay Moreshwar Bapat
What is the weight of your heart?
What is the weight of your brain?
How many neurons in your brain?
How many white cells are there per drop
of blood?
Your salivary glands produce how many
cups of saliva a day?

We are sharing 5 examples of how we
can all come together (from any country)
to make an
Ideal village
Ideal hostel for tribals
Ideal hostel for nomadics
Ideal hostel for differently abled
Ideal blood bank
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Human Heart & Brain

All humans have heart and brain.
Heart
Weight of human heart : 200–450 gm.
Say approximately 300 g.
% Human heart of total body weight : 0.3% of the total mass
Brain
Weight of brain : 1300 to 1400 gms
Average brain weight of the adult male was 1336 gram;
Average brain weight of the adult female 1198 gram.
With increasing age, brain weight decreases by 2 to 3 grams.
% brain of total body weight (150 pound human) = 2%
By the time one is six years old, brain is already 90 % of the size of adult.
All of us are billionaires in terms of number of neurons in the brain
Average number of neurons in the brain 86 billion to 100 billion
In money terms, most of us are not billionaires but in neurons in the brain, all living
humans is 80 billion plus. (Its neurons and not Rupees, dollars, pounds, yen...)
Brain weight of
A lion : 240 gms, A tiger : 263.5 gms, A horse : 532 gms , An elephant : 4783 gms,
A bottle nosed dolphin : 1,500 - 1,600 gms
Blood
Just one drop of blood contains about 10,000 white blood cells (ranges between
7000 to 25000) and 250,000 platelets.
Saliva
Your salivary glands produce two to six cups of (0.5-1.5 litres) of saliva a day. Six
cups of saliva would come close to filling a big, two-litre (67.6) ounce soda bottle!
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5 global case studies

Let us make global case studies

All humans have heart and brain. Use it to encourage volunteering, donations,
writing in your newspapers, websites, blogs, facebook, whatsap group...and be
an integral part of development of below five global case studies.
1 Kokanipada : Global example of village development
2 Bhinar : Global example of hostel for tribal students
3 MBA Foundation : Global example of hostel for differently abled
4 Yamgarwadi school : Global example of education for nomadic students
5 Kai Wamanrao Oka Raktapedhi : Global example of a blood bank
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Satisfaction Award

Please remember that there are more than 1 billion citizens in this world who earn less that
1 USD a day.
The 2008 World Bank research indicates that 1.4 billion people in the developing world
were living below $1.25 a day in the year 2005.
But we know people like number 1. So many times on CSRidentity.com, you will read that
more than 1 billion citizens (live) below $1 poverty line.
Of course, we think there are two types of poverty lines.
1) Economic poverty line and
2) Mental poverty line.
We are sharing here statistics and mentioning economic poverty line.
If 1.4 billion citizens above the poverty line help 1.4 billion citizens come out of Below the
poverty line numbers, then the world will be a much better place to live & leave.
So it is our request to those who can afford to donate at least $ 1.25 per day to give this gift
and lift 1 person above the poverty line. And yes, you get satisfaction in return gift and it is
invaluable satisfaction.
And please remember that USD rate changes quite often & we are mentioning 1.25 USD
as an example. (e.g. on 22.09.2016 1 USD = Rs 66.8869 for India. On any day or at an
time, the rate may change).
Also, each country has a poverty line according to its conditions and what is required to
know are two things
1) your country's poverty line 2) your country's Purchasing Power Parity (PPP).
Yes, like many people in the world, we also love to meet citizens who are rich financially or
politicians who rule countries, but remember it gives great satisfaction to meet below the
poverty line person or family .... and it will give us great satisfaction if anyone (just anyone)
takes 1 person above the poverty line.
Unfortunately, most people think economic prosperity with social prosperity go hand in
hand. For us development of humans & nations was important. That is why we have
named our Not for profit as Developed Nation Network Trust.
World over, people know they dont live for thousands of years and we urge people in the
world to remember that no one takes any money or house or property or just anything
when they leave this world.
Do help others in your lifetime or through a registered WILL and enjoy the satisfaction.
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Content partner : CSRidentity.com & DevelopedNation.org

CSRidentity.com shares Social issues, 193 UN member countries, 2 SARs, Non UN
member countries and islands, 5 Oceans, 7 continents, 1 world, 1 universe,
stakeholders like governments, NGOs, corporates, funding agencies, philanthropists,
scientists, rivers, doctors, hospitals, Cas, helplines, religious & historical locations,
people & locations you must know...

CSRidentity.com is keen to enhance the General Knowledge of people across the
world and need content partners / sponsors
Instead of Integrator : Sanjay Moreshwar Bapat.
We will put
Content partner : Name of content provider. Image / banner of the sponsor will be on
the first page with due link to sponsor website.
Image / banner of the content partner will be shared at the end.
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